
Quantum - S5 2024 SPECIFICATIONS / OPTIONS
Base price $118,900.00

INTERNAL/EXTERNAL

INTERNAL
Walls clad in luxury marine white padded vinyl - easy clean ✓

Queen size bed with 8" inner spring mattress mounted on bed base ✓

Lagun swing dining table - can be removed and stowed under the right hand seat ✓

4 Person dinette with fabric seating and large swing away table (optional leather seating) ✓

Luxury vinyl flooring throughout ✓

Positive pressure filtered venting system in support of gas regulations which includes a vent in the roof
and on the main door

✓

Vibration proof cabinets full extension soft-closing drawers and offroad locks ✓

Under-bed clothes/storage drawers x 3 ✓

Rear shelf above vanity ✓

4 tie down points beside bed ✓

12 Volt USB - Pelmet of roofline - finalisation consultant to specify position in production notes $217.00
Child bunk bed 900mm above the main bed with struts $1,517.00
Mirror to outside of bathroom door 350 x 350 $239.00

EXTERNAL
Firewood rack ✓

Dual colour external LED lights - White and yellow anti bug ✓

Additional jockey wheel bracket / clamp $191.00
ISI Bike rack post and mount only (ISI 2) $881.00
Safety mesh and midgey fitted to door $398.00
ISI 2 Bike racks mounted on drawbar (1-BIC-ISI-01) $2,445.00
Shelf in A/C or above storage drawer - finalisation consultant to specify position in production notes $366.00
Stainless steel entry door grab handle $286.00
Spare wheel winch for rear bar $796.00

Dual rear spare wheel mount $387.00
2 x Extra rear jerry can holders on the rear bar $313.00
Power mover (ratchet style) 10" jockey wheel $536.00
Full length sail track to drivers side of roof $260.00
Sail track to front of roof $197.00
Sail track to rear of roof $197.00
Generator box to rear bar (powdercoated) Includes 2 x rear jerry can holders $1,655.00

KITCHEN INTERNAL
1800 Watt single induction cooktop, supplied loose, 240 Volt / Inverter plug in $409.00

KITCHEN EXTERNAL
Evakool 82L fridge freezer ✓

New External L-shaped Kitchen and Fridge slide (Q5K-AOR-01) ✓

Switchable white and yellow light on the inside of the pantry ✓

STORAGE
Large external storage area in front nose cone with top access ✓

Large slide out storage drawers on right hand side ✓

Pole carrier in nose cone with marine seals for carrying poles anti-flap kits and fishing rods ✓



AOR maintenance kit included ✓

BODY / CHASSIS
ARK 750 Jockey Wheel ✓

Unique 1950mm wide body allows trailer to follow your 4WD anywhere and everywhere ✓

Lightweight fibreglass body fully insulated walls and roof ✓

Faceted body design for ultimate off-road ability and aerodynamics. Reduced fuel consumption of tow
vehicle.

✓

Supergal high tensile steel powdercoated chassis utilising 150 x 50 full length drawbar ✓

Fully articulated DO35 off road tow coupling rated for 3500kg ✓

Full length pop top scissor lift and over-centre assisted roof mechanism marine dust sealed with
stainless steel locks to body for pop top roof

✓

Heavy duty external stabilizer legs to each corner and 2 x rear recovery tow points ✓

Large mesh stone deflector with full stainless steel frame mud flaps front and rear ✓

Rear spare wheel carry frame ✓

Stone protection underneath chassis for vulnerable piping and components ✓

Water tap on front left hand nose cone ✓

Triple lock entry door fly screen and ultimate dust proofing full perimeter seals ✓

Exo skeletal system with textura coating to protect lower parts of trailer ✓

LIFESTYLE

WATER
280L of water storage in food grade poly tanks with lockable water fillers. Bash plated on all sides for
total protection off-road.

✓

River access system also allows drawing water from stream ✓

2 x 20L Jerry cans on front nose cone ✓

60L "Pure" drinking water tank (separate pump and tap) Additional to all standard tanks. $1,942.00
Additional 60L water tank. Additional to all standard tanks - shares same plumbing $1,369.00
60L Grey water tank and 80L water tank In lieu of standard 140L rear water tank Standard
20L recycle water tank (uses recycled water from the shower to flush the toilet, must be maintained
regularly)

$1,453.00

HEATING & COOLING
1 x Sirocco 12 volt fan wall mounted ✓

Large windows in the pop top skirt ✓

2 x large double glazed windows adjacent to bed area for enhanced ventilation ✓

2 x large double glazed slim line windows adjacent to bed area for enhanced ventilation ✓

Air conditioning - Underbunk unit ducted into trailer. Utilises "drivers side" external storage $4,376.00
Additional Sirocco fan internal $626.00

AMENITIES
Webasto diesel air heater ✓

Internal hot shower in easy-clean finish ✓

Marine macerator chemical free electric toilet with 140L black tank capacity variable flush for economy
of use

✓

Slimline external shower mixer ✓

Additional stainless steel grab handle fitted to shower wall $191.00
Webasto combi (diesel hot water and cabin heater) $3,077.00
Webasto diesel hot water system $3,979.00
OGO composting toilet in place of the macerator system $2,016.00
Airhead composting toilet in place of the macerator system $2,106.00
Silent flush marine macerator toilet (Upgrade) $2,011.00
Hot Water Service on 240V $355.00
Toilet roll holder $148.00



CANVAS
Anti-flap kit and centre rail ✓

Blank end wall - Interchangeable ✓

Spare wheel cover with zip enclosed bag ✓

3.9 x 2.2m external roll out awning ✓

Annex Matting ✓

Shade Mesh Front Wall with Door $711.00
Shade Mesh Blank Wall no Door $711.00
Roof extension No poles $1,167.00
Shade Mesh Interchangeable Wall $753.00
4th Wheel cover with bag $160.00
Roof extension includes poles, ropes, pegs $1,177.00
Shade Mesh Long Wall / Roof Extension $753.00
Shade Mesh Back Wall with Door $711.00
Anti-flap kit bags $79.00
Shower Caddy $239.00
Awning arm cover set $228.00
Toilet cover $54.00
Draft skirt $711.00
Annex - Front wall (window and door) $1,024.00
Annex - Back wall (window and door) $1,024.00
Annex - Side Long wall (window) $1,088.00

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL
RedVision Total Vehicle Management System including 30amp Manager 30 Battery Management
System

✓

2000 Watt Pure Sine Inverter ✓

Red Anderson plug for external solar panel input and grey Andersen plug for 50 Amp power outlet ✓

Internal 240 Volt points, USB outlets and 12 Volt sockets ✓

External 10 Amp 240 Volt power point ✓

350W (2 x 175W) lightweight, best practice slimline solar panels mounted on roof ✓

300ah (2 x 150ah) lightweight prismatic lithium batteries with 3-year full replacement warranty ✓

540ah lithium battery system upgrade (2 x 270ah) $2,706.00
525W solar upgrade $781.00
700W solar upgrade $1,561.00
Redarc 40amp Core DCDC charger $1,061.00
Victron Smartsolar controller 100/50 MPPT $849.00
600ah lithium battery system upgrade (2 x 300ah) $3,193.00
Additional yellow and white external light on passenger side $222.00
Additional white external light $191.00
Additional white external light on rear of trailer $191.00
12 v socket / USB combo socket extra - INSIDE - Under dinette table $217.00
12 v socket / USB combo socket extra - INSIDE - Bedhead on drivers side $217.00
12 v socket / USB combo socket extra - INSIDE - Bedhead on passenger side $217.00
12 v socket or USB combo socket extra - OUTSIDE - Under pole carrier hatch on passenger side $217.00
12 Volt socket /USB combo socket extra $207.00
12 Volt socket to run extra fridge - includes 6mm twin wiring, 15 AMP fuse and individually switched -
finalisation consultant to specify position in production notes

$355.00

Inverter upgrade 2000 Watt $1,517.00
Extra 240 Volt power point - finalisation consultant to specify position in production notes $493.00
LED reading stalk lights at bedhead $366.00



MEDIA
Wiring for TV reception internal and external ✓

12/24V Bluetooth DVD/CD Multimedia Player ✓

TV - Full Smart HD LED TV/DVD/USB combination $626.00
Cel-Fi GO Unit supplied and fitted $1,942.00
External speakers and external TV audio to stereo $605.00
Foldaway Tall Boy antenna, signal amplifier $377.00
TV Wall bracket - finalisation consultant to specify position in production notes $387.00
Internal TV audio to stereo points $207.00
3-4G Antenna fitted to rear of trailer $594.00

ACCESSORIES
DO35 Hitch Lock $138.00
Amp Fibian 15A to 10A power adaptor (internal use) $116.00
Amp Fibian 15A to 10A power adaptor (external use) $334.00
Stone Stomper (Indicate if you have an aftermarket wheel carrier) $950.00
WiTi Anti-Theft System $1,273.00

REVERSE CAMERA - TRAILER
Dual Lens Safety Camera Pack for trailer $1,130.00
Single Lens Safety Camera Pack for trailer $605.00
Mount for reversing camera fitting $249.00
Customer supplied reverse camera kit fitment to trailer only excluding pole $435.00

GAS
Gas HWS servicing internal kitchen shower vanity and external sink ✓

2 x 4.5kg gas bottles housed in dedicated gas storage locker ✓

Extra gas bayonet - OUTSIDE - On nose cone behind stone deflector $525.00
Extra gas bayonet - finalisation consultant to specify position in production notes $525.00

WHEELS & TYRES

WHEEL / RIM STANDARD
Rim credit -$190.00
Tyre credit -$620.00

WHEEL / RIM
3 x 17" x 8" Steel rims with 265/70/17 AT tyres ✓

Extra Wheel + Rim (Price of standard tyre & rim) $573.00
Option extra rim $148.00
Cooper AT/3 265/ 65r17 LT Load index 120 $387.00
Cooper AT/3 275/70R17 LT Load Index 120 $467.00
Cooper AT/3 285/65R17 LT Load Index 120 $446.00
Cooper AT/3 285/70R17 LT Load Index 120 $515.00
Cooper ST/MAX 265/65R17 LT Load Index 121 $456.00
Cooper ST/MAX 265/70R17 LT Load Index 121 $493.00
Cooper ST/MAX 275/70R17 LT Load Index 121 $493.00
Cooper ST/MAX 285/70R17 LT Load Index 121 $536.00

POWDER COATING
Powder coat rim - Silver $128.00
Powder coat rim - Charcoal $128.00
Powder coat rim - Black $128.00

BRAKES



12" electric brakes and 2500kg bearings (disk brake options available) ✓

Alko ESC electronic stability control electric drum brake only ✓

AOR independent twin trailing arm suspension & 2 x Outback Armour Off Road shocks per wheel for
ultimate control & strength in all conditions

✓

12" disc brakes with hydraulic actuator $2,726.00
ESC through 12 pin plug instead of separate RED Anderson connection Standard

SUSPENSION
Basic airbag system â€“ no electrics $2,069.00
Flat Jack $328.00
Airbag Man Air Bag Self Levelling Suspension - Single Axle $6,063.00
ATM increase to 2600kg $976.00

REGISTRATION
Registration - Customer Standard
Interstate Handover Standard
Registration - Credit on 12 months QLD -$196.00

COLOUR SCHEMES

COLOUR SCHEME - INTERNAL MODULE
Mocha Standard
Slate Standard
Alabaster Standard
Dove Standard

COLOUR SCHEME - VANITY KITCHEN DRAWERS
Dove Standard
Mocha Standard
Slate Standard
Alabaster Standard

COLOUR SCHEME - BENCHTOP
Acrylic benchtop Standard

COLOUR SCHEME - ROOF FELT COLOUR
Beige Standard
Grey Standard

COLOUR SCHEME - UPHOLSTERY FABRIC COLOUR
Fabric Option Standard

COLOUR SCHEME - UPHOLSTERY LEATHER COLOUR
Leather Option $1,076.00

COLOUR SCHEME â€“ EXTERNAL - FULL BODY
Full Body Wrap - Self Healing Premium Protective Film (Gloss or Satin) - choice of 4 colours and two
tone available also

$2,310.00

Full Body Wrap - Standard Protective Film (Gloss) - choice of 4 colours and two tone available also Standard

COLOUR SCHEME - EXTERNAL - BODY TOP HALF SIDES AND REAR
Top Half and Rear Wrap â€“ Standard Protective Film (Gloss ONLY) - choice of 4 colours and two
tone available also

Standard

Top Half and Rear Wrap â€“ Self Healing Premium Protective Film (Gloss or Satin) - choice of 4
colours and two tone available also

$1,156.00



COLOUR SCHEME - EXTERNAL - BODY BOTTOM HALF SIDES AND REAR
Bottom Half and Rear Wrap â€“ Armour Protective Film (rough texture/stone impact coating finish) $3,204.00

COLOUR SCHEME - EXTERNAL - FULL NOSE CONE
Nose Cone Full Wrap â€“ Armour Protective Film (rough texture/stone impact coating finish) Standard

COLOUR SCHEME - EXTERNAL - TWO TONE NOSE CONE
Two Tone Nose Cone Wrap â€“ Armour Protective Film (rough texture/stone impact coating finish) -
Top Half

Standard

Two Tone Nose Cone Wrap â€“ Armour Protective Film (rough texture/stone impact coating finish) -
Bottom Half

Standard

TOW VEHICLE

TOW VEHICLE
Do you have a reverse camera fitted? Standard

CUSTOM

CUSTOM OPTIONS
Custom option Standard

Specs and options valid as at 1/03/2024 and subject to change. For current pricing please view your quote on MyAOR
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